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Dylan Mulvaney joins the ranks of such household names as Kaitlyn Jenner and Lia Thomas, 
bravely going where no man has gone before, namely the women’s restroom. If you have 
been spared knowledge of his existence, then buckle up for some first rate gay spookery. He 
is yet another episode in the hit series ‘Gender Swapped Spook’, but this time they’ve pulled 
out all the stops, and the casting budget is quite high. Going forward, I would like to refer to 
this type of operative as a ‘spookgender’. The spookgender is one who engages in the sort of 
cross-dressing, gender-confusing activity which the media of both sides are obsessed with. 
They send common English through a meat grinder in the hopes that you will be sufficiently 
confused by their vapid babbling to either give up or become incensed. Time and time again, 
we are expected to treat these people as if their renown is a natural outgrowth of public 
sympathy and attention.

The script is as follows…

Dylan Mulvaney is 26 years old and graduated with a BA in Musical Theater from University 
of Cincinnati shortly before joining the cast of an award winning Broadway musical ‘Book of 
Mormon’.  Aka the Broadway musical Philosemitic.  Losing his job during pandemic 
shutdowns, he turned to the app TikTok as a creative outlet. In 2022 he comes out as 
transgender, and then grows his online presence by documenting this awakening in a series 
called ‘Days of Girlhood’. In it, he counts each day of transition, charting a course from the 
port of Man to WomanTM.

The first and easiest red flags show up in the timeline we are given. Graduating in 2019, he 
promptly jumps onboard one of the highest grossing Broadway musicals that same July. I’m 



sure most students fresh out of college leapfrog into such lucrative opportunities, justifying the
exorbitant cost of tuition.

“When the pandemic hit, I was doing the Broadway musical Book of Mormon. I found 
myself jobless and without the creative means to do what I loved. I downloaded TikTok,
assuming it was a kids' app. Once I came out as a woman, I made this "day one of 
being a girl" comedic video. And it blew up. I really don't know another place online 
like TikTok that can make a creator grow at the rate that it does.”  Other than Langley.  

Bit of a weird way to put that: you’re an unemployed, bored, hyper-gay man and you 
download an app that you think is for kids? Perhaps a reveal of his target audience or a 
personal fetish.

Above are his follower stats on SocialBlade. 10M followers in eight months, yeah!  His first 
video is uploaded on 3/11/2020, on a boat at Niagara Falls. Every video is just a bony twink 
prancing about for comedic effect. The graph starts in Nov ‘21, with 230k followers, but we 
can see that his growth is relatively slow until the scheduled bot swarm. On 3/11/2022, 
exactly one year after creating the account, he declares himself a woman. Very organic 
timing. The day after, his ‘Days of Girlhood’ series commences, and the bot count lifts off into 
the millions.

Day 188 is a panel appearance at the Forbes Annual Women’s Summit.

He is interviewing President Biden on his 222nd day of being a woman(or October 10, 2022). 
Most women on their 222nd day of existence are still suckling, so he’s way ahead of the pack.



In recent news, he hosted an 80 minute long ‘cabaret show’ at the Rainbow Room of 
Rockefeller Center, to celebrate his 365th day as a woman. That show was on Monday, 3/13. 

The same day, Dylan was on Drew Barrymore’s show to to throw more chum in the water for 
Anti-spookgenders.  Notably, Drew kneels down in front of him, maybe he outranks her?  
Duke Mulvaney?  

He is alleged to have undergone hormone treatment and facial feminization surgery to further 
his transition, however, I can notice no change that can’t be attributed to hair removal, 
photoshop, makeup, or temporary fillers. I’ll spare you the images of him in a dress showing 
us that there has been no physical manifestation of female hormones.

He also frequently associates with Jonathan Van Ness, of Queer Eye, who has even more 
glaring ties to peerage. Wikipedia reveals Jonathan is a descendant of the Oakley family, who
links to Spencers and Hamiltons. They operate an Illinois based media company jointly 
founded with the Lindsay family in 1835. The Lindsay peerage list is several pages worth of 
people, but also links to the Hamiltons and Spencers again, as well as the Mays who we will 
see later.  The Lindsays and Nesses are both Stuarts, related to the the Kings of Europe.  
See for instance Kaiser Wilhelm's grandson Prince Friedrich, who married Lady Brigid 
Guinness in 1945.  The year after he drowned, she married Gordon Stuart Ness.  Her three 
sons are Princes of Prussia.  Her daughter Antonia married the Duke of Wellington.  

Dylan Mulvaney’s parentage is a fun game, his father featuring prominently and his mother 
scarcely. Starting with his father James Mulvaney, we are fed another fake story meant to test
our gullibility. He is reportedly a former substance addict who gained sobriety by baking 500 
cookies a week, and has continued to do so for over 20 years. No, I am not kidding, and 
somehow Dylan is still an anorexic. There are multiple sites pushing this, Inspire More, CBS 
News and the San Diego Tribune.

Father and son. Where’s the mother?

https://www.inspiremore.com/james-mulvaney-cookie-man/
https://web.archive.org/web/20221024181707/https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/lifestyle/making-a-difference/sd-me-difference-voasw-20170316-story.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqXR30XIbfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqXR30XIbfs


Donna May and Donna Morgan of San Diego link back to Dylan and father, but each give us 
a distinct array of relatives. 

Lets look at Donna L May first, who has a Hemingway and a Rothschild in her potential 
relatives.

San Diego is the fathers residence, Poway is home of drone manufacturer General Atomics. 
El Cajon appears to be a hub of aerospace companies along with an airfield. Santa Ana is 
just North of John Wayne airport. Palm Springs is home to an International Airport and nearby
29 Palms, with Palm Desert right next door. La Mesa will come up again, and is a popular 
destination for military personnel stationed at Point Loma and North Island Naval bases.



Donna L Morgan has to be the same person, but with as many aliases as relatives. They 
have El Cajon and San Diego in common, Alpine being within San Diego, and Santee directly 
above El Cajon. The L stands for Lee.  As Gore Vidal taught us, Lee=Levy.  

Looking more into Donna, we find an obit for a Donna ‘Dixie’ May (nee Bailey), survived by 
her husband Paul, with four unnamed children. Property records show an apartment owned 
by Donna and Paul May, with secondary ownership by presumed daughter Tamara May, 
which judging by the pictures below, means I’ve found Dylans aunt.

<< Donna ‘Dixie’ May

      

                               Donna May/Morgan/Mulvaney

Looking into Paul May, an email address on his mylife, and a hint in Donna’s obit send us to 
Orange Coast Testing Inc, a company based in Santa Ana linked to defense and aerospace 
industries. (OCTI, Oct – 1…) His website indicates it is a family business, and that Paul May 
is a Junior. Paul May Sr is 93, CEO of Decisive Testing Inc, another defense affiliated testing 
company, founded 1968. Donna is said to have been a homemaker. 

The father, James Mulvaney, is another Junior, with Sr being a former Naval commander 
turned lawyer, bureaucrat, philanthropist and Padres team President. His wife’s obit is linked 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/orange-coast-testing-inc./?original_referer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.orangecoasttesting.com%2F
https://www.californiafuneralalternatives.com/obituary/Donna-May#obituary


to his, Mary Ruth Mulvaney nee Rinderer. Ruth is a Hebrew name, and Rinderer is 
Austrian/Jewish.

Earlier, we saw that James Mulvaney links to possible relatives of the alternative spelling 
Mulvany. Both spellings are peerage, notably a wealthy family of painters, architects and 
mining in Ireland. At thepeerage, John Skipton Mulvaney is listed, but his six siblings and 
father are missing, with the family historically using the Mulvany spelling instead.

To recap, Dylan’s mother comes from the May family rooted in defense and aerospace 
companies, who left her son with James Mulvaney, a cookie monster with a history of drug 
abuse living in the affluent burbs of San Diego. 

Miles: These Mays may link us to British Prime Minister Theresa May.  We have already seen
the family has peerage ties, so it is probably through his mother he is related to van Ness and
the rest.  Theresa May is a May through her husband, Sir Philip May, a banker named in the 
Panama Papers.  The May barons come out of Prudential Assurance in the late 1800s, 
marrying the Strausses and Flemings.  Jewish.  The third married a Shipton.   We also find 
possible peerage links for the Mulvaneys.  See John Skipton Mulvaney, who married a Burke,
daughter of Anne Smith.  We have been looking at these Smiths this week, haven't we, so 
this is all coming together beautifully, as usual.  Anne Smith's father is James Smith of Yarrow
House, Yorkshire, West Riding, so these are indeed the same Smiths, related to the bankers 
of Nottingham.  And where did we see that?  In my paper on Charles Bronson and the Krays, 
where we saw the Smiths of Nottingham and the West Riding 29 times in a short paper.  And 
we can make another crosslink: In that section on the Krays, we saw they were related to the 
Viscounts Wentworth through the Noels.  Well, in my even more recent paper on the Farrells 
yesterday, we saw Colin Farrell is related to the Wentworths through the Tyrrells.  So these 
Smiths link up all three of these papers, making cousins out of the Krays, Farrells, AND 
Mulvaneys.  How's that for some confluence of research?  Plus, I guess you just caught 
another link above: John Skipton Mulvaney and the Shiptons, in-laws of the Mays.  Is that a 
coincidence?  No, because the name has been fudged.  It should be John Shipton Mulvaney. 
There have been no Skiptons in the peerage since the 1600s, when they changed it to 
Shipton.  I guess you see what that means: Dylan Mulvaneys parents are cousins.  The two 
families have been marrying for centuries.  

But there's more.  The Mays were also baronets, and the daughter of the 2nd married a 
Chichester, of the Marquesses of Donegall, who link us directly the Hamiltons, Dukes of 
Hamilton.  Through him we link to the Murrays, Douglases, Stuarts, Gerards (Isaac Newton), 
Spencers, and Gordons.  See Gordon Stuart Ness above, linking Mulvaney and van Ness as 
cousins.    

While his parents scarcely make appearances on his social media, an older woman pops up 
in them again and again. He spends time with her on major holidays going by the titles and 



dates of his videos. He features her in them alongside another unnamed girl, often singing in 
the woods or to various farm animals. A sort of hippie veneer prior to his spookgender 
transition. He only gives her name in this article:

When the pandemic hit, and I lost that job, I thought, “There’s no part to play, so I get 
to finally be myself.” I was back living at home with my family, and I ended up visiting 
my best friends on a farm. One is Lorraine, the coolest woman I know, who’s in her 
sixties and a sheep herder. Lorraine’s wardrobe is exploding with color. She would 
dress me up and put me in a field with sheep, and for a moment, I adopted her feminine
style.”

For me, this gives a lot away at once, the insult is clear. They are herding sheep. He has 
been dressed up, and is for this moment, only adopting a style. Placed amidst the flock to 
shepherd them into their respective pens.

Finding her last name was a bit of a strange trek, searching for sheep farmers named 
Lorraine in San Diego. From the Creative Weavers Guild I find the name linked to Powell 
Sheep Co. I confirm the name Powell for Lorraine by another Dylan post where he links to the
younger woman’s instagram profile, the bio revealing that she is Mae Powell.

Lorraine Powell (nee Wilder) is another woman who is estranged from her husband, but 
curiously kept his name. An article from the NY Times in 1985 congratulates Lorraine and 
Craig Powell on their nuptials. In it we learn that Lorraine’s father was the chairman of Lewis, 
Gilmen and Kynett, the dominant advertising and public relations company of Philadelphia. 
Lorraine got set up as the Assistant Director of Advertising for Urban Outfitters, which got its 
start in ...Philadelphia. Nepotism makes the job hunt easy. Miles points out in his paper on the
CIA and Art that Urban Outfitters pushes the OBEY line of elite-gloating merchandise, along 
with the feminization of men and men’s fashion. Father Robert G Wilder was also Lt 
Commander in the Navy Reserves. Husband Craig Powell is presently Chief of Surgery at a 
VA hospital in NC.

Fpo, AE is the most glaring of the locations list, being a mailing address for the Armed Forces
of Europe. Marion, VA is home of General Dynamics Plant 1(Abrams tank). Honolulu is a big 

http://mileswmathis.com/obey.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/1985/11/24/style/craig-powell-married-to-loraine-a-wilder.html
https://www.tiktok.com/@dylanmulvaney/video/6859403417341758725
https://www.tiktok.com/@dylanmulvaney/video/6946600400451669253


Navy hub with Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam. Groton MA is north of Fort Deven. Bethesda 
and Silver Spring Maryland are both DC and Langley adjacent. Funnily enough, the Mormon 
Washington DC temple is smack between Bethesda and Silver Spring, meaning Dylan’s claim
to Book of Mormon may be an inside joke. La Mesa came up earlier with Dylan’s maternal 
line, and must be where these two worlds met, and Lorraine became the handler. The 
persistent occurrence of mothers not sticking around with their husbands hints that all parties 
involved are gay, but don’t need their beards around any longer.

I may have spent an excessive amount of time diving down rabbit holes, but there it is, 
spooks on all sides, immediate family and otherwise. As Miles has showed us, they love 
delivering themselves as rags to riches stories, overcoming all odds with raw talent and 
persistence. When you watch a Stallone movie, you don’t question why he never runs out of 
bullets, why the bad guys never seem to hit him, and why he’s able to single-handedly 
dispatch entire armies. They expect the same suspension of disbelief from you for these 
stunts. There is an ample supply of flamboyant theater majors with questionable sexual 
habits, but this is the one that gets to interview the President and waltz around Rockefeller 
Center. The millions of likes aren’t bots, they’re real people! A basic military tactic: inflate the 
enemy’s perception of your manpower and hope he doesn’t realize that the numbers are on 
his side.

I probably would never have heard about Dylan had it not been for his opposition, who play 
their part to legitimize the fiction of his popularity and influence. It is has been made incredibly
obvious that he is an actor, having featured on Ellen and The Price is Right before having any
online presence, so he is clearly connected and like everyone on game-shows and in the 
audiences of late night hosts, not real. Any ‘opposition’ not reaching that conclusion is a co-
star in his performance. While I can dismiss agents like Dylan by saying that the millions of 
followers are bots, and his media tour a circus, their attack is having an impact. I can say that 
I have seen them myself, and heard enough second-hand stories, to know that not all the of 
the transgender population is made up of actors.

Childhood is a confusing experience already, and there is now an army of clinicians chomping
at the bit to poison, sterilize and mangle at the first sign of insecurity. In a sickly, ruinous 
society being wrung dry by mansion skulking parasites, it would follow that many become 
depressed, anxious, and confused. They have been robbed of purpose and identity, their 
bodies contaminated with pharmacology and pollution. The solution to your lack of proper 
sexual and mental development is not to remove the toxic influences of your environment, like
estrogenic micro-plastics and food products, but to take our drugs. Pretty soon they might be 
putting young boys on testosterone replacement therapy, since they will have no men fit 
enough to fight their fake wars. In either case, the direct effect will be infertility and cancer, 
both requiring further medical intervention.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOQbCTCB5-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfulifuUBIM


The spookgender op, among others, feel like a parting shot. Sure, it grows the medical con, 
causes confusion, degrades gender relations, and destroys language, but they are killing the 
host. Most of this attack has been focused on the middle and lower-upper classes, as nobody 
in lower or working classes are going to a psychiatrist or getting surgery. What will they do 
when the children are too damaged to exploit? Too damaged to reproduce?  Maybe they see 
the writing on the wall, and are getting their last licks in before retreating underground.

And in other news, the story about Douglass Mackey, 33, of West Palm Beach being found 
guilty of a 2016 Tweet mocking Hillary Clinton and facing ten years in prison is also fake.  
Why would it take six years to prosecute this minor fake crime, which should have been 
thrown out immediately as free speech?  Why would this come out of Brooklyn if Mackey is 
from Florida?  No federal courts in Florida?  More importantly, why does his name and age 
throw up three red flags?  Because it is all an Intel signal.  You know about 33.  The 
Douglases are top peers, same as Stuarts.  And the Mackeys are Jewish, related to top 
peers.  Think John Mackey of Whole Foods, who I have hit before.   This is another trash CIA 
project to cause fear and shut down people like me, since we will think we might be 
prosecuted for talking about things online.  This project is directed right at me, but as you see 
it isn't working.   

We are told that Mackey was rated by MIT as the 107th most important influencer in the 2016 
election.  Right.  This 26-year-old nobody who no one has ever heard of was an important 
influencer.  My question: why not 108th most important?  

We also know it is fake because Tucker Carlson is now devoting an entire segment to it, 
selling it as real.  He wants to be sure you saw it, because it is hoped you will then police 
yourself more tightly, not making any jokes about stupid voters or anything else.  

Many people and outlets are calling this ruling a dangerous precedent, but it isn't even that, 
as I am showing you.  It is just another fake ruling out of a fake CIA court, so it has no legal 
standing and sets no precedent.  It is just the usual mindfick, trying to fool you into censoring 
yourself out of fear of prosecution.  It is the usual bluff, like 99% of everything else you are 
looking at these days.     


